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Abstract: The rate constant of the reaction J-C4H9
+ + NH3 -* NH4+ + C4Hs is shown to be strongly dependent on the elec

tron energy used to generate the J-C4Hg+ ions from fragmentation of neo-CsH^- A statistical theory model is developed that 
conserves angular momentum. The theoretical model assumes a reaction mechanism of the form (-C4H9

+ + NH3 ^± 
(C4H9NH3

+) -» NH4
+ + C4Hg. By comparison of theory to experiment, the electron energy dependence of the overall proton 

transfer reaction is shown to arise from competition between back reaction of the complex and reaction to produce NH4
+ + 

C4H8. In order to fit the experimental data, it was necessary to assume a loose transition state for the formation of the NH4
+, 

C4Hg products from C4H9NH3
+. This transition state is not the intuitively most obvious one and a discussion is given of addi

tional experimental and theoretical developments that would clarify the issue. 

I. Introduction 

The dependence of a reaction rate constant and reaction 
mechanism on energy is an important field of study in reaction 
kinetics and has received much attention in the past decade. 
In ion chemistry the earliest studies were carried out in single 
source mass spectrometers where the translational energy 
dependence of rate constants was measured as a function of 
repeller voltage.1 Studies of translational energy dependence 
have since been refined by the introduction of tandem mass 
spectrometers, flowing afterglow/drift tubes, and molecular 
beam instruments.2-3 The dependence of rates and mechanisms 
on internal energy in ion-molecule reactions has also become 
an active field, with the introduction and development of 
photoionization techniques primarily responsible. The de
pendence of rate constants and cross sections4-5 on vibrational 
energy has been the primary focus of photoionization mass 
spectrometry but the study of the dependence of rate constants 
on electronic energy by photoionization6-7 and other tech
niques8 has begun in recent years. 

Su and Bowers9 have reported that the rate constant for the 
reaction 

( - C 4 H 9 H N H 3 - ^ N H 4 H i - C 4 H 8 (1) 

depends on the method of formation of C4Hg+ and on its in
ternal energy. In this paper the results of a detailed experi
mental and theoretical study of this reaction are reported. Ion 
cyclotron resonance (ICR) spectroscopy and photoionization 
mass spectrometry are employed in the experiments. The t-
C4Hg+ reactant ions are generated by the following reac
tion. 

n e o - C 5 H 1 2
+ - ^ f - C 4 H 9

+ + CH3- (2) 

The C s H u + ions are prepared by electron impact ionization 
in the ICR spectrometer. The theoretical modeling uses sta
tistical theory and relies on both orbiting and saddle point 
models for the various transition states involved in the reaction 
sequence. The internal energy distribution of the neo-C5Hi2+ 

ions is estimated from an energy deposition function obtained 
from photoionization efficiency curves and an assumed linear 
electron impact ionization cross section law. A discussion of 
the approximations used in the theoretical calculations is 
provided. 

II. Experimental Section 

The ICR spectrometer used in these studies has been previously 
described.10 The drift cell mode of operation was utilized to measure 

the rate constants. Pressures were measured using an MKS-Baratron 
capacitance manometer. Drift times were measured using the trapping 
plate ejection technique. The photoionization mass spectrometer used 
to obtain the ionization efficiency curves has been previously de
scribed." All compounds used were the purest commercially available. 
No impurities were detected under the conditions of the experiments 
reported here. 

Results. The results of the measurements of the rate constant of 
reaction 1 as a function of the nominal electron energy, Ko, for the 
ionization of neo-C5H|2 are plotted in Figure 1. The results are plotted 
as k(V0 - AP)/k(0) vs. Vo - AP where AP is the appearance po
tential for reaction 2. The value of /c(0), the thermal collision rate 
constant, is calculated from ADO theory.12 At electron energies just 
slightly above the appearance potential of /-C4H9

+ the low signal to 
noise ratio makes measurements difficult and the uncertainty in the 
results increases. For this reason the value of the rate constant for 
reaction 1 measured by the flowing afterglow technique'3 is also re
ported in Figure 1. This value agrees quite well with the ADO pre
diction. Also included for comparison is the result obtained with 
C4H9

+ ions formed via the following reaction.9 

C4H8
+ + /-C4H8 — C4H9

+ + C4H7 (3) 

The internal energy in the C4H9
+ ions generated by reaction 3 is not 

accurately known but is probably less than 0.5 eV. 
The ionization efficiency curve for the appearance OfC4H9

+ from 
neo-CsH^ has been measured using photoionization mass spec
trometry. The first derivative of this curve yields a good approximation 
of the energy deposition function associated with the C4H9

+ ion.14 

This derivative is given in Figure 2. The photoelectron spectrum of 
neo-CsH 12 in the energy range of interest is very similar in shape to 
the first derivative of the ionization efficiency curve as expected.15 

The data in Figure 2 will be used in the Theory section to approximate 
the energy distribution in the C4H9

+ ion formed by electron impact. 
It is assumed that all C4H9

+ ions formed from fragmentation of 
neo-CsH^ are tertiary at all electron and photon energies used in the 
work reported here. 

HI. Theory 

The theoretical treatment of the reaction sequence 2-1 is 
based on statistical theory. The orbiting transition state 
model16-17 is used to determine the energy partitioning in re
action 2 and both orbiting and saddle point transition states 
are used for reaction 1. The effects of angular momentum are 
included. The results given in Figure 2, a threshold ionization 
law, and an appropriate ionizing electron energy distribution 
are used to estimate the internal energy distribution of the 
neo-C5Hi2+ ions. 

Consider first the fragmentation of CsHn + - Rewriting re
action 2 to explicitly illustrate the energy partitioning gives 

neo-C5H12
+ (E) - / -C 4 H 9

+ (E1) + CH 3 (E2) + E10 (4) 
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and 

In this reaction £ is the internal energy OfCsHn + above the 
appearance potential for fragmentation and £ to is the relative 
translational energy of the fragments. The internal energies 
of the fragments, E\ and Ei, are partitioned into vibration and 
rotation. Specifically, 

(5a) 

(5b) 

(5c) 

where Ev\ and £V2 are the vibrational energies of 1-C4H9
+ and 

CH3, respectively. B\ and Bi are their rotational constants and 
J] and J2 are their rotational angular momenta. In writing eq 
5 it has been assumed that / -C4H9

+ and CH3 are spherical top 
rigid rotors with rotational constants given by B = (ABC)1/2 

and the rotational energy can be written in the classical form. 
The angular momentum partitioning in reaction 4 can be ex
pressed as 

E] — Ev] + B]J] 

Ei — E — E] — E1Q 

i2J2~ 

Ji + J 2 + L11 (6) 

where So is the rotational angular momentum of C5H12+ and 
L0 is the orbital angular momentum of the fragments. 

Since the fragmentation of neo-CsH]2+ and the proton 
transfer reaction occur in different center of mass systems, it 
is useful to consider first £1 (lab), the laboratory kinetic energy 
of C4Hg+ after fragmentation. The contributions to E] (lab) 
arise from £ th, the thermal laboratory kinetic energy of 
C s H u + , and from £,0 . After fragmentation the laboratory 
momentum of /-C4Hg+ is 

Pi = P10+ PH (7) 

where \pl0\ = (lE^mr/Myi1, \pr]\ = (2Mi2£to)1/2.andJui2 
is the reduced mass of C4Hg+ and CH3. Using spherical polar 
coordinates to define the orientation of p r | with respect to pio 
gives 

£,(lab) 
Im 

mi 

PrPi 

KA E{0 + 77 £ t h + TA V £ t h £ t o cos 1 
M M M 

(8) 

where n\\ and mi are the masses of /-C4Hg+ and CH3 , re
spectively, and M is the mass of C s H ^ + . Equation 8 can now 
be averaged over B weighed by sin 8 giving 

£,(lab) = — £ t h + — £ t 0 
M M 

(9) 

An estimate of the average E10 predicted by the orbiting model 
can be obtained by noting that C5H12"1" has a thermal distri
bution of do. In the limit JQ ~* 0, Klots16 has shown that 

£ t o - • 
.s + 

J^ P v (£ v ) (£ -£ v H + 1 /2d£ v 

J^ £ p v (£ v ) (£ -£ v ) - ' / 2d£ v 

(10) 

where pv(£v) is the vibrational density of states of the frag
ments of reaction 4 at total vibrational energy Ev, and s is the 
total number of rotational degrees of freedom. Using the 
semiclassical limit for pv(£v) gives 

£To = ^ - ( £ + £z) (H) 

where £ z is the total zero point vibrational energy of the 
fragments. For £ z ~ 4 eV and £ = 3.4 eV (see Figure 2) eq 11 
predicts £ to ~ 0.052 eV, which is truly an upper limit due to 
the semiclassical approximation used for pv(£v)- Therefore eq 

Orbiting 

1-C4H9
++ NH3 — NH4

++ J-C4H8 

Mil 
Saddle Point 

3 4 5 6 7 8 
V0-AP), eV 

Figure 1. Dependence of the proton transfer reaction 1 on the nominal 
electron energy K0. The results are plotted as A: 2 (^o _ AP)/&2(0) where 
AP is the appearance potential for the formation of/-C4H9

+, CH3 from 
neo-C5H]2. Experimental results: • , ICR, this paper; O, reaction 3 (ref 
9); A, flowing afterglow (ref 13). 
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Figure 2. First derivative of the photoionization efficiency curve for for
mation of (-C4H9

+, CH3 from neo-CsH 12- The circled points are believed 
to be spurious. 

9 and 11 suggest that the laboratory kinetic energy of /-C4H9
+ 

arises primarily from the thermal energy of C s H n + . 
When the assumption is made that £ tn in reaction 4 is car

ried off by the methyl radical the distribution of energies in the 
C4Hg+ fragment due to £ becomes the vibrational-rotational 
distribution. According to the orbiting model this distribution 
can be written as 

P(E1E]J])KlJoPv](E] -B]J]2) U] 

X J" WSA(E E], J') AJ' (12) 

where the limits on the integral are defined by the relation J' 
+ Ji = d0 and where Ws\ (E-E]1J') is the J', Jx' conserved 
sum of vibrational-rotational-orbital states17 with vibra-
tional-rotational-translational energy equal to £ — E\ for an 
ion-neutral pair consisting of methyl radical and a structureless 
charged particle with mass equal to C 4H 9

+ . The angular mo
mentum J' is defined by J' = J2 + L0 and Jz' is its projection 
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C4H9
++ NH3 

C4H9NH3
+ 

Figure 3. Schematic potential surface along hypothetical reaction coor
dinate for reaction 1. 

on a space-fixed axis. In the limit do —* 0 the integration in eq 
12 can be approximated as 2do times the value of W$A at J' 
= J i , giving 

/>(£,£, ,Ji) * ( 2 c / o ) 2 P v i ( £ i - 5 i J i 2 ) 
X2J]WSA(E-E],J]) (13) 

The normalization of eq 13 is obtained by integrating over J] 
within the range 0 < J j < J j * and over E\ within the range 0 
< £i < E. The upper limit J i * is given by the lesser of VE\/B\ 
or that value of Ji for which WSA = 0. Since the rotational 
constant of CH3 is large, W$A becomes zero when J] is on the 
order of [%p.]22q2u2(E — E\)/hA]1/4 where ai is the polariz-
ability of CH3. Therefore 

J1* ~ lesser of | V £ , / B , ; [8Mp_Va2(£ - £ i )A 4 ] ' / 4 ) 
(14) 

Although the average do of a thermal ensemble of neo-
C5H12+ ions is in the neighborhood of do = 45 at 300 K, eq 13 
still provides a good estimate of P(E1E]J]) since the inte
gration in eq 12 remains proportional to 2d0 for do greater 
than zero. 

Consider now the proton transfer reaction. The detailed 
mechanism of this reaction is assumed to be 

J-C4H9
+ + NH 3 ^ = ^ [C4H9NH , + 1 * 

N H 3
+ + /-C4H8 (15) 

where the C 4 H 9 NH 3
+ intermediate complex is assumed to 

undergo quasi-equilibrium before decomposing back to reac-
tants or to products. Since the thermal overall forward rate 
constant for reaction 15 is in agreement with the ADO capture 
prediction (see Figure 1) it is assumed that the capture process 
is governed by an orbiting transition state. The charge-induced 
dipole long-range potential must be used for this transition 
state because the appropriate orbiting theory has not been 
developed for the charge-permanent dipole potential. Detailed 
balance requires that the same orbiting model used to calculate 
k c must also be used to calculate /ca for the reverse decompo
sition reaction. Also since the J-C4H9

+ reagent ions are both 
rotationally and vibrationally excited, and since the rotational 
constants and vibrational frequencies of NH 3 are rather large, 
it is assumed that the internal energy of ammonia can be ne
glected. 

With these assumptions in mind the overall forward rate 
constant for reaction 15, kj, becomes 

k2(E],ExJ]) 
hPl(Et)2J 

$ SdLP(E] + Ex,d) Id dd 

where p t (£ t ) is the relative translational density of states per 
unit volume for the J-C4H9

+ , N H 3 reactant pair, L is the or
bital momentum generated by the collision, and d is the total 
angular momentum of the system. The integrations in eq 16 
are bounded by 

and 

d = L + J, 

L < (%n2q2aEt/h
4yt4 

(17a) 

(17b) 

where p. is the reduced mass of the J-C4H9
+, NH 3 pair, a is the 

polarizability of NH3 , and q is the charge on C 4H 9
+ . The de

composition probability in eq 16 is given by 

P[E1 + E1, d) 

= [1 + fra(£, + Ex, J)/WE1 + Ex + A£0 , c/)]"1 (18) 

where A£o is defined in Figure 3. 
The unimolecular rate constants for orbiting (korb) and 

saddle point (kip) transition states at a given E and d can be 
written as16,18 

korh(E,d) = ft 
W%%(E,d) 

hp(Ec,d) 

and 

ksp(E,d) = Ji 
W*(E -B*d2)2d 

(19) 

(20) 
hp(Ec,d) 

In these equations "Ji is the reaction path degeneracy and 
p(EQ,d) is the density of states of the energized reagent at 
energy Ec. Also W%i(E,d) is the d,dz-conserved sum of states 
for two spherical top molecules at the orbiting transition state 
and W*(E — B*d2)2d is the d,dz-conserved sum of states 
at the saddle point transition state. Equation 20 assumes that 
the saddle point transition state can be approximated as a 
spherical top with rotational constant B* and internal degen
eracy 2d. Equations 19 and 20 are functions of £ , d, and d7. 
In the calculations eq 19 was used for /ca and eq 19 and 20 were 
used for kb-

In order to obtain the forward rate constant as a function 
of the C5H12+ internal energy it is necessary to average eq 16 
over the probability distribution given by eq 13. Before doing 
so it is worthwhile to note that the eq 16 is a function of E], J]7, 
K], and Ji where K] is the internal projection of Ji on a mo
lecular axis. Therefore P(E1E]J]) must include contributions 
due to internal and spatial symmetry. That these factors are 
included can be ascertained by noting that eq 12 includes a 2Ji 
factor for the internal projection of Ji and a factor of 2do due 
to spatial degeneracy. Therefore these equations can be com
bined in their current form giving 

S 

(16) 

Hp1(Ex) J 2J] 

XdLdJ]P(E]+ Ex,d) 2d dd dE] (21) 

The boundaries on L are given by eq 17 and those on Ji by eq 
14. The integration over d goes from 0 to L* + J i * where L* 
is given by eq 17b. The integration over £1 is performed from 
£1 = 0 t o £ i = E. 

Equation 21 can now be convoluted over the thermal dis
tribution of Ex modified by the fact that the laboratory kinetic 
energy of C 4H 9

+ is a factor of 57/72 smaller than the thermal 
laboratory kinetic energy of neo-CsH 12+. Calling this distri
bution PmOd(^t) gives 

ki(E) = S Pmod(Ex) k2(E,Ex) d£ , (22) 

It remains to determine the distribution of £ as a function 
of the nominal ionizing energy VQ. Consider first electrons with 
kinetic energy V. The probability that these electrons create 
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neo-CsH12+ ions with internal energy E above the appearance 
potential for fragmentation can be written as19 

P(V,E) « Y(E) <J(V,E) (23) 

where a(V,E) is the cross section associated with the escape 
of product electrons with energy V — AP - E and Y(E) is the 
total transition probability for formation of neo-CsH^"1" ions 
with energy E from ground state neopentane neutrals. The 
exact form of a(V,E) is unknown. In the calculations reported 
here a(V,E) is assumed to be given by the following threshold 
law.20'21 

<i(V,E) oc ( K - AP -E)r-> (24) 

In eq 24 r is the number of electrons departing from the ion
ization region. For electron impact ionization r = 2. The 
photoionization results reported in Figure 2 are used for the 
transition probabilities. This choice assumes that Y(E) is in
dependent of the method of ionization.21 

The normalization of eq 23 is governed by the fact that the 
total probability that the J-C4H9

+, CH3 fragments have energy 
between zero and the lesser of V — AP or the upper limit of 
Figure 2 is unity. 

Equation 23 must also be convoluted with P(VQ,V), the 
probability that a nominal ionizing energy Vo produces elec
trons of energy V. This probability depends on the thermal 
spread of electron energies and, for ICR, on the modification 
of the thermal spread by the ICR trapping voltage.22 However, 
owing to the form of the threshold law used in the calculations 
the spread in electron energies is important only at nominal 
electron energies in the immediate vicinity of the appearance 
potential. Since this region is also the region in which the ex
perimental results are least accurate the calculations were 
simplified by choosing a thermal distribution (T = 1900 K) 
for P(K1Ko). The final result is, therefore, 

MK0) = SSdVdEP(V0,V)P(V,E)k2(E) (25) 

IV. Results and Discussion 

A variety of calculations were performed. Both orbiting (eq 
19) and saddle point (eq 20) transition states were used for the 
proton transfer rate constant k\, in reaction 15. Since the 
overall reaction rate constant, kj, proceeds at the capture limit 
at energies near the appearance potential for formation of t-
C 4 H 9

+ (as shown by the flowing afterglow result in Figure 1), 
only an orbiting transition state was used for the collision of 
J-C4H9

+ and NH 3 to form the C 4 H 9 NH 3
+ intermediates and 

for the reverse dissociation reaction (kc and ka, respectively, 
in reaction 15). The calculation of ki(E) using eq 22 was found 
to be only mildly sensitive to £ t in its range of most probable 
values. A number of effects contribute to this result including 
the fact that the decomposition probability eq 18 is given by 
a ratio, the fact that there is a broad distribution in E], and the 
fact that the distribution of J] favors reasonably large values 
of J]. Also, A^(K0) was rather insensitive to the exact form of 
P( VQ, V) used in eq 25. The sensitivity was strongest near VQ 
= AP, and, as expected, became nonexistent near VQ = 4 
eV. 

The data used in the calculations that agreed best with ex
periment are given in Table I. The results of these calculations 
are plotted in Figure 1. A word should be said at this point 
about reaction path degeneracies (ft in eq 19 and 20). For an 
orbiting transition state ft is given by the ratio of the product 
of symmetry numbers of the products to that of the reactant 
as can be verified by direct count.23 For saddle point transition 
states a direct count must be used.24 Only ratios of ffs enter 
into the decomposition probability eq 18. When orbiting 
transition states were used for both decomposition channels 
^Za/^Zb = %• When a saddle point transition state was used 
for the proton transfer channel fta/"Hh = '/2- These numbers 

Table I. Data Used in the Statistical Theory Calculations 

Rotational 
constant, a X 1024, \H(°, 298, 

Species cm-1 " cm3 kcal/mol* 

C4H9
+ 0.250 169'' 

CH3 7.64 2.2 
NH3 8.45 2.26 -11 .C 
C4H8 0.236 7.52 -4.04rf 

NH4
+ 5_24 154.5f 

Vibrational Frequencies, cm -1 

Proton 
transfer 

transition 
C4H9

+ CH3 NH3 C4H8 NH4
+ state 

2900(9) 3100(2) 3400(8) 300(8) 3400(3) 3400(3) 
1500(9) 3000(1) 1600(2) 1700(1) 3300(1) 2900(8) 
1100(8) 1400(2) 950(1) 1500(6) 1600(2) 1500(11) 
800(1) 800(1) 1100(8) 1300(4) 1100(9) 
500 (2) 800 (2) 800 (2) 
250(4)/ 500(1) 750(1) 

250(4)/ 550(1) 
500(1) 
250(4) 
150(2) 

6.5(2)? 

" The rotational constant for the saddle point transition state for 
the proton transfer reaction was taken to be 0.10 cm-1. * The ap
pearance potential for reaction 2 was taken to be 10.35 eV. c F. P. 
Lossing and G. P. Semeluk, Can. J. Chem., 48, 955 (1970); see also 
W. Tsang, J. Phys. Chem., 76, 143 (1972). d J. L. Franklin, J. G. 
Dillard, H. M. Rosenstock, J. T. Heron, K. Draxl, and F. H. Field, 
NSRDS-NBS 26 (1969). e R. Yamdagni and P. Kebarle, J. Am. 
Chem. Soc, 98, 1920 (1976)./When orbiting transition states were 
used for both channels the three torsions of C4H9

+ and the two torsions 
OfC4H8 at 250 cm - ' were converted to free rotors with B = 6.5 cm-1. 
The reasons for doing this are explained in the text. g Free rotor. 

include the effects of conversion of internal free rotation of the 
C 4 H 9 NH 3

+ complex to overall rotations of the products. 
When an orbiting transition state was used for the proton 

transfer channel (with AE0 equal to the reaction exoergicity) 
the calculated curve did not exhibit the falloff with respect to 
VQ observed in the experiments (see Figure 1). This type of 
behavior has been observed in other systems.25 It is due pri
marily to the fact that there are the same number of orbital and 
overall rotational degrees of freedom in the transition state for 
each decomposition channel and hence the density of states in 
the more exothermic channel far exceeds that in the less exo
thermic channel until the system energy far exceeds AZTo-

It should be noted that the results reported here for an or
biting transition state in the proton transfer channel used 
C 4H 9

+ and C4H8 structures altered in a manner to emphasize 
most strongly any falloff in A^(K0) with respect to V0. This was 
accomplished by changing all CH3 torsions in these molecules 
to free rotations. This choice provides the J-C4H9

+ , NH 3 

channel with an extra internal rotational degree of freedom 
with respect to the C4H8 , N H 4

+ channel. The choice is not 
physically reasonable and is used to emphasize the failure of 
the orbiting model for this reaction channel. When the calcu
lations were performed without including free rotations in t-
C 4H 9

+ and /-C4H8 the falloff of A^(Ko) with respect to VQ was 
even less than the result reported in Figure 1. 

When a saddle point transition state was used for the proton 
transfer channel it was possible to obtain agreement between 
experiment and theory by choosing AEQ equal to the reaction 
exoergicity and by choosing a very loose transition state 
structure. The transition state parameters used in the calcu
lations reported here were obtained by estimating the vibra-
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tional frequencies of C4HgNH3
+ by comparison toneo-CsH^, 

choosing a CH stretch as the reaction coordinate, and de
creasing the six vibrational frequencies that pass to rotations 
and translations of the /-C4Hg, NH4+ products (assumed to 
be 1500 (1), 1100 (1), 500 (2), 250 (2) crrT1) by one-half. Also 
the torsional motions associated with the two methyl groups 
of the transition state structure were changed to free rotations 
and the overall rotational constant was chosen to be 5* = 0.10 
cm - ' . This choice of transition state is not unreasonable for 
some simple bond cleavages. Intuition suggests, however, that 
the proton transfer reaction may well proceed through a tighter 
four-center transition state than that chosen for the calcula
tions. 

There are a number of possible reasons why the theoretical 
model used to reproduce the experimental results does not 
correspond to the physically most reasonable model. First, the 
energy distribution of the neo-CsH^4" ions is not really well 
known. The agreement between the results of Figure 2 and the 
photoelectron spectrum of neo-CsHn suggests that the tran
sition probabilities [Y(E) in eq 23) are accurately given by 
Figure 2, at least for photoionization. However, the use of the 
linear ionization cross section law for electron impact ionization 
is open to question. This uncertainty could be removed to a 
large extent by performing the experiments using photoion
ization.5-6 

Second, the energy partitioning in the fragmentation of the 
CsH|2+ ions is not known. Recent monoenergetic experi
ments26 have enabled the orbiting model to be tested for the 
prediction of translational energy release. The results for re
agents with a thermal distribution of S have been mixed.18-26 

It appears that for fragmentation occurring with rate constants 
on the order of 106 S - ' the orbiting model gives reasonable 
agreement with experiment for reaction with no reverse acti
vation energy.18 However, as the fragmentation rate increases 
experiment and theory may begin to diverge.26 No experiments 
have been reported for vibrational and/or rotational energy 
disposal in ionic systems. In order to overcome this uncertainty 
it would be desirable to obtain data on the absolute magnitude 
of k 2 as a function of the internal energy of C4Hg+ ions. 

Third, the proton transfer reaction may occur in part 
through a direct process. This possibility can be tested most 
readily by studying the angular distribution of the products in 
beam experiments. The resulting product translational energy 
distributions would also be informative since four-center re
action mechanisms are usually expected to have a reverse ac
tivation energy.27 

Fourth, the orbiting model may not adequately describe the 
energy dependence of the decomposition of the C4HgNH3

+ 

complex back into the /-C4Hg+, NH3 reactant channel. The 
orbiting model generally fails to describe the energy depen
dence of unimolecular rate constants for reagents with a 
thermal distribution of angular momenta.16-18 Also, in the 
cases reported so far it does not provide a good description of 
competition between various product channels in bimolecular 
reactions.25 If this is the case, however, then the theoretical 
question arises as to how one can construct a transition state 
which reduces to the orbiting model at low energies and to a 
more restrictive saddle point model at high energies. 

In summary, the statistical theory model described here can 
adequately mimic the behavior of /c 2(J7O) as VQ varies by 
choosing a loose transition state for the proton transfer exit 
channel of the C4HgNH3+ collision complex. A loose transition 
state for this reaction is not intuitively the most reasonable 
transition state but cannot be ruled out. Crucial experiments 
on the kinetic energy distribution of the NH4+, C4Hs frag

ments need to be done to establish whether or not a barrier 
exists in the reverse reaction. The existence of such a barrier 
would be strong evidence that a tight transition state is ap
propriate for the proton transfer exit channel and that the 
current theoretical model would have to be modified. 
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